“Writing and Researching in the World…of Warcraft”—with Richard Colby

TABLE 1
Abigail Bashore, Brittany Cariou, & Max Evans—“World of Warcraft: Ratios of Quest Types Generalized over Level Groups”
Jonathan Garcia, Bailey Hazard, & Eric Thodal-Ness—“How Experienced Players Have Changed the Way They Play”

TABLE 2
Andrew Grudt, Jacob Krachman, & Kevin Kurtzman—“World of Warcraft: The Motivations for Playing on a Private Server”
Roger Figge, Matt Stein Oakley, & Long Liu—“Gotta Keep Playing!: Enticing PvE Aspects in World of Warcraft”

TABLE 3
Scott Nalbandian, Jarod Takemoto, & Brennon Murdock—“Intentions of The Horde and The Alliance: Who are the good and the bad guys?”

“Writing While Board”—with Matt Hill

TABLE 3
Sage Hoffine

TABLE 4
Will Haworth & Justin Griffin
Eitan Dunn—“A Step Ahead: Build a Gaming Empire”

TABLE 5
Miles Alldritt, Ryan Ortiz, & Markie Trepanier—“Student Life”
Alexis Meacheam

TABLE 6
Vincent Hoffman & Rynie Delgado—“Mile High Movement”
Mary Sabrina Bentele—“Beyond Biology”

TABLE 7
Hannah Bosisio & Lilly Mecke—“New Kidz on the Block: Life on High Street”
Katherine Halterman
TABLE 8
Pierce Thyssel, Hank Schmale, & Jason McLean—“Defend the Harbor”
Arianna Tosi

TABLE 9
Lars Brady—“Cannabusiness”
Peter Cusanello—“Collegopoly”

TABLE 10
Ryan Appelhof

TABLE 11
Andrew Voitiv—Sole Mission PSA
Sabrina Yagman—“Food for Thought”

Honors Writing—with Doug Hesse
TABLE 12
Tatiana Follett
Sarah Thomas
Peter Leach, Samuel Vaughn, & Nicholas Weston

TABLE 13
Eleanor Challenger—“Juno: Hero Status You Can Actually Achieve”
Lexie Graham—DU Station Lightrail Project

“Pursuit of Happiness”—with Jennifer Campbell
TABLE 14
Bianca Mok—“How Relationships and Education Impact Happiness”
Courtney Suffense—“Birds of a Feather: The Connection Between Social Ties and Life Satisfaction”
Danielle Gualtieri—“Poster and Laptop display - Man’s Best Friend: An Analysis of Pets as a Source of Happiness”
Avery Niemann—“Defining Happiness: How what makes us happy changes as we age”
Erin Maher—“All You Need Is Love: Romantic Relationships and Happiness”
TABLE 15
Writing Center

TABLE 16
WRIT Large

TABLE 17
WRIT Engagement Corps

“How We Write” (Honors)—with Richard Colby

TABLE 18
Will DeLany, Daniel Temmen, Sophia Deklotz, & Sam Blumers—“5 Tips for Writing a Better Lab Report”
JJ Khan, Skyler Bowden, & Madeline Bodell—“How to Overcome Writer’s Block”

TABLE 19
Andrea Ku, Laura Anderson, & Audrey Miklitsch—“How to Write a Lab Report”
Marie Ryan, Claire Oberman, & Natalie Oberer—“Starting an Essay Can be Hard”

TABLE 20
Morgan Carter, Trip Renard, & Kayla Steffens—“An Insider’s Guide to Finding Your Focus”

TABLE 20
Fryda Faugier—Internship in Writing and Rhetoric (Pilot Program): University Writing Program College Video Application Essay Institute

“Creative Inquiry of Research”—with LP Picard

TABLE 10
Alisa Nelson—Defining Home
Abdullah Alabduljader—“Life is a Dream… Only Awakened by Death”

TABLE 21
Andres Martinez Cancino—“Living in a Dream”
Andrew Yantis—“Here I Am, an Adult… I Guess”
| Table 22 | Maria Chavez—“Education in America”  
|          | Priscilla Chavez—“The Journey of Cooking” |
| Table 23 | Mark Riedmueller—“Dives are Turns throughout Time”  
|          | Xinya Liu—“You Should Read This Paper Because Other People Are Doing So!” |

“Researching Rhetorics of Place”—with Sarah Hart Micke

| Table 24 | Cassidy Server—Prezi about women changing their maiden name  
|          | Patrice Kelly & Teresa Pomrening—PowerPoint on the sound controversy affecting shows at Red Rocks Amphitheater. |
| Table 25 | Curtis Merk—PowerPoint on the Jewish Consumptives’ Relief Society and the architecture of health care spaces  
|          | Rob Harlan—Religious Orphanages |
| Table 26 | Tristan Gay—PowerPoint on sanatoriums and health care spaces  
|          | Sandra Dominguez & Leslie Ramirez-Medina—PowerPoint on cultural differences between the U.S. and Mexico |
| Table 27 | RJ Finlay & Max Sbriglio—“The Dirty Killer in China”  
|          | Will Alverson—Powerpoint on Boulder as a hub for innovative business |
| Table 28 | Bennett Muzilla—PowerPoint on skiing culture.  
|          | Victoria Price-Husher—video on ski tourism, focusing on a case study of Breckenridge & South Park, CO. |
| Table 29 | Ariel Merin—Prezi on the ethical controversy about medical patients who resist treatment  
|          | Christopher Kownacki & Sabian Grodkiewicz—PowerPoint about the value of place; case study of New York City and DU |